The maximum edge weighted clique problem (MEWCP), an extension of the classical maximum clique problem, is an important NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem. The problem has been widely used in various areas. The objective of this paper is to design an efficient local search algorithm to solve the MEWCP. First, the proposed scoring strategy is used to evaluate the benefit of adding and swapping operators. Second, the vertex weighting strategy is used to increase the diversity of solutions and the configuration checking strategy is used to avoid the cycling problem. By combining these three strategies, we propose multiple rules to select the added vertex or the swapped vertex pair. Based on the multiple rules, an efficient local search algorithm, namely, local search based on multiple rules (LSMR), is proposed. LSMR is compared with several representative algorithms on massive graph instances. The experimental results indicate that LSMR is superior to competitors in terms of solution quality and computational efficiency in most instances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Given an undirected graph G = (V , E), a clique C of G is a subset of V such that each pair of vertices in C is mutually adjacent. The maximum clique problem (MCP) is to find a clique with the maximum number of vertices. MCP has two generalized versions. One important generalization is the maximum vertex weight clique problem (MVWCP) in which each vertex is associated with a positive integer, and the target is to obtain a clique with the greatest total vertex weight. Another important generalization is the maximum edge weight clique problem (MEWCP) in which each edge is associated with a positive integer, and the target is to obtain a clique with the greatest total edge weight. Obviously, MVWC and MEWC problems reduce to the classical MCP when all the vertices or edges share the same weight. MCP and its two generalized versions have been widely used in various fields including valuable applications and theoretical computer science [1] , [2] , such as experimental design, signal transmission, and computer vision [3] .
As is well-known, the decision version of MCP is one of Karp's prominent 21 NP-complete combinatorial problems [4] . MCP, MVWCP and MEWCP have been proved to be NP-hard [5] . Until now, there are two main types of algorithms for solving MCP, MVWCP and MEWCP, i.e. exact algorithms and heuristic algorithms.
A lot of exact algorithms have been proposed to solve MCP, MVWCP and MEWCP. An exact and efficient branchand-bound algorithm for MCP is proposed [6] . An approximate coloring algorithm has been improved and used to provide bounds to the size of the MCP [7] . The authors propose a new encoding from MCP into MaxSAT and use MaxSAT technology to improve the upper bound [8] , [9] . For MVWCP, a branch and bound method which simultaneously produces lower and upper bounds and a branching rule [10] . A fast exact algorithm for solving this problem is proposed and the algorithm is not efficient for very dense graphs [11] . Kazuaki and Sumio propose an exact algorithm which is faster in case the graph is dense [12] . Fang et al. [13] encode the MVWCP into weighted partial MaxSAT and use MaxSAT techniques to solve it. Very recently, Jiang et al. [14] propose WLMC algorithm which incorporates two original contributions i.e., a preprocessing and the incremental vertex-weight splitting. For MEWCP, exact algorithms based on Integer Programming formulations have been proposed in [15] - [18] . The natural formulation presented in [15] uses only binary variables corresponding to the edges of K n .
In [16] , an extended formulation is proposed that includes binary variables not only for the edges but also for the nodes in K n . A first polyhedral investigation of the extended formulation is done in [17] where several classes of facet defining inequalities for the associated polytope are presented. Gouveia and Martins [18] propose new node-discretized formulations for the problem, which are more compact than other models known from the literature.
These algorithms can guarantee the optimality of the solution obtained. However, the exact algorithms need exponential time, when the scale of the problem becomes larger, it will not be solved. On the other hand, to settle the problems whose optimal solutions cannot be obtained within a reasonable time, a number of heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms have been proposed with the purpose of providing sub-optimal solutions as good as possible to large scale problems within an acceptable time.
There are numerous local search algorithms for MCP [19] - [24] . Among these algorithms, DLS [20] is a new stochastic local search algorithm which employs vertex penalties which are dynamically updated during the search. Phased Local Search (PLS) is an improved version of DLS [21] . An adaptive multistart tabu search approach is presented based on k-fixed penalty strategy [23] . A break out local search is proposed for solving MCP [24] .
For MVWCP, in [25] , a parallel distributed heuristic for approximating the MVWCP based on dynamics principles is developed and studied in various branches of mathematical biology. Busygin [26] proposes a new fast heuristic method using a nonlinear programming formulation for the MVWCP. Pullan [27] extends the PLS algorithm to MVWCP. According to the literatures, MN/TS is a multi-neighborhood local search algorithm whose main features include multiple neighborhoods and a dedicated tabu mechanism [28] . Fan et al. [29] introduce random walk into the MN/TS, and then implement the algorithm with efficient data structures. Wang et al. propose a heuristic called strong configuration checking to reduce cycling in local search and apply a low-complexity heuristic to determine the swapped vertex pair effectively and quickly. Based on the two heuristics, Wang et al. [30] propose two efficient local search algorithms for MVWCP. Cai and Lin [32] propose a new method called FastWClq for MVWCP which interleaves between clique construction and graph reduction. Zhou et al. [33] introduce a generalized move operator called PUSH, which is integrated in a local search algorithm for MVWCP.
For MEWCP, Macambira [34] proposes a tabu search for the MEWCP. Pullan [27] introduces the phased local search algorithm to handle maximum vertex/edge weighted clique instances. Compared to MVWCP, very little attention is being paid to the MEWC problem. The reason may be that MEWCP is more complicated and difficult to solve from this viewpoint of algorithm design.
In this paper, we propose three heuristics and introduce an efficient local search algorithm for solving the MEWC problem. Firstly we propose a new scoring strategy to evaluate the benefit of the added vertex and the swapped vertex pair. Selecting which vertex to be added into the candidate solution and selecting which vertex pair to be swapped play a significant role in local search. The scoring strategy could help the algorithm select the suitable vertex and is helpful for leading the search to the right direction. Then we propose a vertex weighting strategy which updates the vertex weight value at the end of each iteration. The vertex weight value is also considered in selecting the added vertex and swapped vertex pair when the local search trapped in the local minima. So the vertex weighting strategy could improve the diversity of the solution and make the algorithm out of local optima. Also, we use a configuration checking strategy to avoid the cycling problem. By combining the scoring strategy, the vertex weighting strategy, the configuration checking and the degree of each vertex, we design several rules for vertex selecting. Based on the multiple rules, an efficient local search algorithm, namely local search based on multiple rules (LSMR), is proposed. LSMR is compared with several representative algorithms on massive graph instances. The experimental results indicate that LSMR is superior to competitors in solution quality and computational efficiency in most all instances.
The construct of this paper is organized as follows. The relevant background knowledge is introduced in Section 2. The scoring strategy, the vertex weighting strategy, the configuration checking strategy and the multiple rules for vertex selecting are described in Section 3. The efficient local search algorithm for MEWCP is proposed in Section 4. The experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the paper and briefly discusses the future work.
II. PRELIMINARY
In this section, we shall introduce some necessary definitions and concepts. Given an undirected graph G = (V , E) where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } denotes the set of vertices and E ={e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e m } denotes the set of edges. In graph G, an edge is a 2-element subset of V . For an edge e vu = {v, u}, we say that vertices v and u are the two endpoints of the edge e, and v is adjacent to u. The neighbor set of a vertex u is N (u) = {v ∈ V |(v, u) ∈ E}, and d(u) = |N (u)| denotes the degree of u. Given a candidate solution C , we shall use x j ∈{0, 1} to denote the state of vertex v j , where x j = 1 if v j ∈ C, and 0 otherwise. The graphḠ = (V ,Ē) is the complementary graph of G such that (i, j) ∈Ē if (i, j) / ∈ E. The MEWC problem requires finding a clique with the greatest total edge weight. Given a weighting function w:E → Z * , for an edge e ij connecting the two vertices i and j, we allocate the edge e ij with weight w ij = (i + j) mod 200 + 1. For a given MEWC problem instance G = (V , E, w), our LSMR algorithm explores a search space composed of all possible feasible solutions which are cliques of G, i.e., = {C|C ⊂ V such that ∀i, j ∈ C, i = j, {i, j} ∈ E. For any clique C ∈ , its quality is evaluated by its weight W e (C) = i,j∈C w ij . Given two candidate solutions C and C , we say C is better than C if and only if W e (C ) > W e (C). The variants of the clique problem are defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Clique): Given an undirected graph G(V , E), where V denotes the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges, a clique C of G is a subset of V such that every two vertices in C are adjacent.
Definition 2 (Maximum Clique, MC): Given an undirected graph G(V , E), where V denotes the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges, the maximum clique problem requires finding a clique with maximum cardinality. The MC problem can be formally defined as follows.
The constraint (2) ensures that every two vertices in C are adjacent.
Definition 3 (Maximum Edge Weighted Clique, MEWC):
, where V denotes the set of vertices and E denotes the set of edges, and for each edge e ij , it has a weight w ij , the maximum edge weighted clique problem requires finding clique with the greatest total edge weight. The MEWC problem can be formally defined as follows.
The constraint (5) ensures that every two vertices in C are adjacent. MEWC reduces to the MCP when the weights of all the edges possess the same value.
III. MULTIPLE RULES FOR VERTEX SELECTING
We propose several strategies for the maximum edge weighted clique problem in this section. First, we propose a new scoring strategy to evaluate the benefit of the added vertex and the swapped vertex pair. Then, we introduce the vertex weighting strategy, which is used to expand the diversity of solutions and prevent the search from trapping in the local minima. Further, we use the configuration checking strategy to avoid the cycling problem. Based on these strategies, we propose multiple rules for vertex selecting.
A. SCORING STRATEGY
Given a set of candidate vertices, how to select the vertex that should be added into the candidate solution and how to select the pair of vertices inside the candidate solution and outside the candidate solution that should be exchanged are very important for the efficiency of the search. The move operator that adds the vertex into the candidate solution is defined as Add. The move operator that exchanges the vertex in the candidate solution and the vertex out of the candidate solution is defined as Swap. The two move operators given above are based on the definitions of two kinds of vertex subsets: Addset and Swapset relative to a current solution clique C. Addset is composed of the vertices that connected to all the vertices of C but are excluded from the clique C, as shown in formula 7.
Swapset contains the vertices that are not in the clique C and connected to all but one vertex of C, as shown in formula 8.
Supposing that a subset of vertices C ⊆ V which is a candidate solution for the MEWC problem, the gain of an added vertex v, denoted by Add(v), can be computed as follows.
The gain of a pair of exchanged vertices v and u, denoted by Swap(v, u), can be computed as follows.
It can be seen from formula 9 and formula 10 that the higher score will bring more benefit for the objective value after the move operations.
B. VERTEX WEIGHTING STRATEGY
The vertex weighting strategy is an essential component in the vertex selecting strategy. The vertex weight can increase additional diversification for the search process, which could easily escape from local minima. Specifically, each vertex is assigned a positive integer number in our algorithm, as called its weight. The weight value is updated at the end of each iteration. To make things clearer, we first need to present the definition of vertex weight.
Definition 4 (Vertex Weight): Given an undirected graph G(V , E), for each vertex v ∈ V , v is associated with a positive weight, denoted by weight [v] , which is updated and maintained dynamically during the local search process.
Specifically, the vertex weight of each vertex is initialized as 0 and the updating rules of vertex weight values are described in Algorithm Updateweights(ws).
As Algorithm Updateweights(ws) shows, the vertex weight of each vertex increases by 1 (line 3). The search reactively updates the ws parameter at each weight decreasing cycle so that the weight value of 75% of vertices is greater than zero. If the number of the weighted vertices is less than the goal, ws increases by one to reduce the frequency of weight decreasing). On the contrary, when the number of the weighted vertices is more than 75% of the total vertices, ws is VOLUME 6, 2018 decreased to raise the frequency of weight decreasing). In our algorithm, ws is initialized to 2. The cycling problem is a serious issue in local search, which means to come back to the same scenario during the search process. The configuration checking (CC) strategy was proposed in [31] , and CC strategy uses the problem structure to prevent the local search algorithms from coming back to the same scenario. In our algorithm, we use CC strategy to avoid the cycling problem.
A clear CC strategy for MEWCP can be readily devised as follows. We use one-dimensional vector cnfg to implement the strategy. The element of cnfg is an indicator: cnfg [v] = 1 denotes that the configuration of the vertex v has changed; cnfg[v] = 0, otherwise.
We maintain the cnfg array as follows:
•Rule 1: Initially, cnfg[u] is set to 1 for each vertex u∈V .
•Rule 2: When one vertex u is added to the current candidate solution, cnfg [v] is set to 1 for each vertex v ∈ N (u).
•Rule 3: When one vertex u is deleted from the current candidate solution, cnfg [u] is set to 0 and cnfg [v] is set to 1 for each vertex v ∈ N (u).
D. MULTIPLE RULES FOR VERTEX SELECTING
Using the score strategy and the vertex weighting strategy mentioned in the previous content, we develop the vertex selecting strategy. Specifically, the vertex selecting strategy is based on the following rules.
Add_rule1 When we select the added vertex and swapped vertex, we use an aspiration criterion which allows the adding (swapping) of v regardless of its cnfg value if adding (swapping) the vertex can improve the current best solution. From these rules, we can see that Add_rule 1 and Swap_rule 1 select vertices according to the scores of the vertices, Add_rule 2 and Swap_rule 2 select vertices according to the degrees and scores of the vertices, Add_rule 3 and Swap_rule 3 select vertices according to the weights and scores of the vertices.
Algorithm 2 LSMR (G, seed, cutoff_time)
Input : graph G; seed; cutoff_time Output : The maximum edge weight clique C of G 1. Randomly select a vertex v ∈ V , C ← {v}; 2. weight [v] ←0; //for each v∈V 3. while elapsed time<cutoff_time do 4.
iter←0; 5.
while (iter<iter_max) 6 .
Tabu_set← ∅; 10. 
IV. FRAMEWORK OF LSMR
Based on the strategies discussed above, our local search framework LSMR is proposed in this section. The details of the framework are showed as algorithm LSMR. When our algorithm commences, select a vertex v from vertex set V randomly and the candidate solution is initialized to {v} (line 1). The weight of each vertex is initialized to zero (line 2). After the initialization process, the main outer loop from lines 3 to 20 is executed until the time limit is reached. The inner loop is from line 5 to line 19 until the maximum number of iterations is reached. A single complete execution of lines 5 to 19 is referred to as a ''part'' of the algorithm. The algorithm consists of three such parts and the three parts have the similar framework. They execute to improve the current candidate solution in turn.
In each part, vertices from Addset\Tabuset are selected to add to the current clique C (line 8), and then vertices from Swapset\Tabuset are selected to swap with the vertex in C with which they do not share an edge (line 12). The search phase is completed when Addset = ∅ and Swapset\Tabuset = ∅. We use Tabuset to record the vertices that have already been a member of C during the current iteration, which avoids the algorithm searching for previously visited solutions. Next, the weight of each vertex is updated according to the Algorithm Updateweights introduced in section III(B) (line 17). As the last step of the iteration, a perturbation of C is performed to generate a new starting solution for the search (line 18).
In the first part, we select the added and swapped vertices according to the Add_rule1 and Swap_rule1. In the perturbation phase, we select one vertex v ∈ V \C randomly and add the vertex v into the current candidate solution. Then we remove the vertices which are not connected to the newly added vertex v from the current candidate solution, which makes certain that the current candidate solution is feasible.
In the second part, we select the added and swapped vertices according to the Add_rule2 and Swap_rule2. The perturbation phase is the same as in the first part. In the last part, we select the added and swapped vertices according to the Add_rule3 and Swap_rule3. The perturbation phase is the same as the process of initializing the candidate solution, that is, selecting a vertex v from vertex set V randomly and the current candidate solution is set to {v}. The iteration number of each part is 50, 50 and 100 respectively.
The difference between the three parts is mainly that the algorithm uses different evaluation functions to select the added and swapped vertices. The different evaluation functions can prevent the local search algorithms from getting stuck in local optima. These three parts are the methods of modifying the evaluation functions to avoid local optimization.
V. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we apply the proposed LSMR algorithm to solve a large number of MEWCP benchmark instances, and report extensive experimental results which compare algorithm LSMR with the state-of-the-art algorithms. So far as we know PLS is the most prominent local search solver for the MVWC problem and PLS has also solved MEWC in very similar ways [27] . Considering that there has been great progress in MVWC solving, e.g., MN/TS [28] , LSCC+BMS [30] and FastWClq [32] . So in this paper, we adapted two recent local search solvers MN/TS and LSCC+BMS to solve the MEWC problem, since they represent state-ofthe-art algorithms. For LSMR, LSCC+BMS and MN/TS algorithms, we code them in C programming language. The algorithms are executed on a computer with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4830 with 2.13 GHz.
A. BENCHMARK INSTANCES
In this paper, we gather a large number of massive graph instances from the Network Data Repository [35] . Some of these benchmarks have recently been used for testing parallel algorithms for maximum clique [30] , [32] , minimum vertex cover [36] , [37] , minimum dominating set [38] and coloring problems [39] , [40] . These graphs are originally unweighted, and to obtain the corresponding MEWCP instances, we adopt the same method as in [27] . For the edge {i, j}, w ij = (i + j) mod 200 + 1.
B. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, The performance of our algorithm LSMR is presented for MEWCP in comparison with algorithm LSCC+BMS and MN/TS. Given the stochastic nature of the three algorithms, all instances are independently solved 10 times with diverse random seeds. Each run is terminated when the elapsed time achieves1000s.
The comparative results for the massive graph instances of LSCC+BMS, MN/TS and LSMR are in Table 1 . The first column indicates the instance name, and for each algorithm, the following columns (Best, Avg, AvgTime)denote the best objective values, average objective values, and average computing time in seconds. Note that we use the bold value to indicate the best solution value obtained among the three algorithms compared. For some instances, MN/TS failed to find a clique, the column entry for MN/TS is labeled ''n/a'' for these cases.
As shown in Table 1 For the average time, LSMR is faster than LSCC+BMS and MNTS on most cases. Therefore, these experimental results indicate that our LSMR algorithm explicitly exhibits better performance than LSCC+BMS and LSMR according to solution quality and computational efficiency.
C. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF LSMR
From what has been exhibited and discussed from the preceding subsections, LSMR is superior to state-of-the-art heuristic algorithms in almost all instances. In this section, we further studied the effects of these three parts(Section 4) of the proposed LSMR algorithm. These studies are in view of 13 typical instances.
We rewrite the LSMR algorithm and get three variants of LSMR as follows: LSMR-I: the algorithm doesn't use the first part and only use the second part and the third part, which means the algorithm doesn't use Add_rule1 and Swap_rule1 when selecting the vertices.
LSMR-II: the algorithm doesn't use the second part and only use the first part and the third part, which means the algorithm doesn't use Add_rule2 and Swap_rule2 when selecting the vertices.
LSMR-III: the algorithm doesn't use the third part and only uses the first part and the second part, which means the algorithm doesn't use Add_rule3 and Swap_rule3 when selecting the vertices.
All these variants are tested together with LSMR on the 25 typical instances. The experimental results are in Table 2 . It can be clearly seen from the table that for the best performance, the four algorithms can find the same values and for the average performance, our algorithm can obtain more better solutions than other three algorithms. As a whole, the results show that LSMR outperforms these three variants on all benchmarks. The experiment shows that each part with two vertex selecting rules is effective. The three parts together can effectively improve the diversity of solutions and the algorithm can get more stable results without relying on random seeds.
VI. CONCLUSION
An efficient local search algorithm (LSMR) is proposed for MEWC problem in this paper. The new scoring strategy is presented to measure the benefit of added vertex and swapped vertex pair. Further, the vertex weighting strategy is used to increase the diversity of solutions in order that the algorithm is able to find diverse possible optimal solutions. By combining the scoring strategy and vertex weighting strategy, we devise the vertex selecting strategy to decide which vertices to be added into the candidate solution or to be swapped. Furthermore, LSMR is compared with several representative algorithms on many massive instances; the experimental results demonstrate that LSMR is effective and efficient on the massive graphs. We also test the effectiveness of the three parts of the algorithm. Finally, our algorithm can be easily applied to other combinatorial problems because it has virtually no parameters [41] - [43] . His research interests include swarm intelligence, automated reasoning, automated planning, and algorithms. VOLUME 6, 2018 
